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We are being showered with millions of chemicals consisting of violent and toxic substances that 
you cannot imagine.  
 
As a result, the very soil that is used to grow our foods, on this planet we call Mother Earth is 
now highly contaminated/impacted by the hazardous and toxic waste residues from the heavy-
metal salts of Barium and Aluminum, Cadmium, Strontium, Nickel, Gallium, Potassium, 
Methylene di-bromides, Lithium, Cobalt, Thorium and the whole nine-yards of significant 
heavy-metals, nano self-replicating mutagens, weaponized Influenza and such.….  
 
We have to do something to reduce the toxic characteristics imbued upon our soil by the never 
ending ChemTrails. These heavy metals now in our soil are also being  deposited into our fruits 
and veggies, systemically…..they will slowly poison you.   
 
 
I have engaged in planting common vegetables in a “Lil Greenhouse I made in my backyard. My 
self-imposed mission was to reduce or eliminate these poisons from the soil I am planting my 
foods in.  I instinctively knew I must develop simple methods to reverse these contaminant 
aberrations in the soil. By observation and analysis, I knew all too well the soils have been 
severely impacted by these heavy-metals and toxins and don’t forget the Franken-fungi mixed 
with viruses…all have been impacted but can be reversed.   Greenhouses share the same 
particulates and contaminated airspace, however, reduced in groundfall of those contaminants, a 
minor assist.   
 
Minerals….Your First Sword for Survival 
 
Reverse the toxicity effects of the endless ChemTrails….all Humans must have minerals. Get 
some good, natural clay…Calcium Bentonite Clay or fossilized Shell Flour, diatomaceous earth 
clay or Agronics Rock Dust Clod Buster Minerals (not a clay, a petrified Mineral 
nutrient)….Willard’s CAW (Dark), all prime sources of Natural Minerals.   
 
Minerals can be added to the drinking water.  Talk about minerals…Willard’s Water (Dark), 
Catalyst Altered Waters are comprised of Lignite Coal that Dr. John Willard Sr. found a method 
to put Lignite Coal into a water solution, prehistoric plant minerals, carbonized.   I put a teaspoon 
per gallon in drinking water…chlorine and Fluorine (as Fluorides) are almost immediately 
dissociated or complexed by disassociation of the molecules of all halogens, Benzenes, and most 
all Phthalates, Oligamers and complexion of all carboxyl, hydroxyl and Ionomeric groups via 
strong mineral cations. 
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Charcoal 
Here’s a simple method to co-absorb heavy metals out of the soil and protect a “Lil soil microbe” 
that is critical for transmuting nutrients of the soil to the plants feeder tendril roots.  I wrote about 
this microbe’s possible extinction (endo mycorrhizae) and the direct lethality caused by Barium 
and Aluminum and Nickel heavy metal salts (with a very long list of others). In The Methodic 
Demise of Natural Earth, 2003 I wrote about this consequence….the one microbe that enables 
us, whom eat plants and all there is from, nutrition…if that becomes extinct…what are We 
gonna eat?  Does not matter, we will die of starvation, period. 
 
But, simply…save it; put good wood charcoal in and around, learn how to plant your veggies and 
greens in it. Why?  Charcoal is active enough to absorb these heavy metals, in the water phase.  
It will soak and lock it up in carbon lattice, these elemental and organic toxins cannot transfer to 
veggies. Get your own patch started…grow some food…it’s very simple.   
 
Orgone in a Bucket 
 
Here’s something, probably, no one has ever told you before: you can take a simple metal pail. 
zinc galvanized, put two hands full of Magnetite Black Sand in the bottom (Dr. J.V. Milewski) in 
about a half inch of good water (pure Spring or distilled) on top, toss in a real quartz crystal and 
a copper Penny….put this in proximity of vegetation…almost grows right before your eyes!  The 
vegetation I grew responded to this homemade bucket Orgone generator.  Orgone means at the 
root-word; orgasm, orgasmic, organic - God’s Reproductive Energy. 
 
 
Good Weather  
What’s really neat are how these same type Orgone field generators can and will neutralize bad 
weather coming into your area.  Wilhelm Reich called this ‘neutralizing the Oranure,’ and it is 
awesome how he achieved such feat.  I will echo this portion of Reich’s invention and 
developments.  If many naturally-oriented-people put these devices in their areas…Natural 
Weather Systems would once again emerge from this unthinkable assault on Natural Weather 
Forces.  We could override even the extreme ELF wave forms spiked with microwaves.  We 
could shut it down with Orgone Energy.   
 
 
Blessings Be to all,  
Dr. Michael Castle            
ekimcastle@yahoo.com 
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